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Bureau of Automotive Repair Citation Milestone Announced by Automotive
Defense Specialists on its Blog

Automotive Defense Specialists is a top California law firm specializing in Bureau of
Automotive Repair defense cases. The firm maintains a lively blog for lay people on issues
surrounding the regulatory environment in the California automotive repair industry.

San Francisco, CA (PRWEB) March 28, 2016 -- Automotive Defense Specialists, a California law firm of
attorneys defending against Bureau of Automotive Repair actions, is proud to announce an important milestone
on its blog: five blog posts specifically addressing the issue of Bureau of Automotive Repair citations. As the
Bureau of Automotive Repair, or "BAR" as it is known in the industry, issues regulatory actions against station
owners and/or technicians, a growing number receive official correspondence, which they may find confusing.
Many owners turn first to the Internet upon receipt of correspondence from the BAR, including what is called a
'citation.'

“California's SMOG check system has grown more intensely complicated each year, especially the STAR
program," explained attorney William Ferreira of Automotive Defense Specialists. “By publishing specific
posts on specific issues such as citations from the Bureau of Automotive Repair we are eager to help educate
the lay person. Interested parties are advised, of course, to reach out to an attorney for assistance as a blog post
is no substitute for professional counsel if they have receive a citation from the BAR.”

The blog posts have been conveniently organized via a WordPress 'tag' at
http://automotivedefense.com/tag/bureau-of-automotive-repair-citation/. There, the interested reader can find all
five of the major posts on the topic of a citation by the Bureau of Automotive Repair.

Sample Post Summary: Two Examples

A sample post is entitled, "BAR 97 Citations – Simple Ideas about a Complex Problem with the Bureau of
Automotive Repair", and can be found at http://automotivedefense.com/?p=1415. This post explains the issue
of what are called 'Bar 97 Citations,' which occur vis-a-vis new regulatory requirements for inspecting certain
model year vehicles in California. With the concept of 'citation' so confusing for the average person,
Automotive Repair Specialists has an explanatory post at http://automotivedefense.com/2012/03/05/bureau-of-
automotive-repair-star-program-and-citations/.

About Automotive Repair Specialists

Automotive Repair Specialists is a top law firm representing auto repair facilities, SMOG check stations, and
technicians in every facet of their legal needs including accusations from the Bureau of Auto Repair. The
company offers free phone consultations to auto shops, mechanics, technicians and others who are facing
disciplinary actions from the California Bureau of Automotive Repair.

Web. http://automotivedefense.com/
Tel. (415) 392-2886
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Contact Information
Media Relations
JM Internet Group
http://www.jm-seo.org/
+1 5108946169

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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